HSBC Corporate Credit Card
Features and benefits of HSBC Corporate Credit Card


Chip and PIN: HSBC Corporate Cards are chip-



enabled, which are embedded with state of the art
microchip technology for faster transaction processing
and enhanced security


provide interest free credit period for up to 53 days


program membership, which provides access to over

(individual card settlements)


Review transaction history for each card 24 hours a day,
anywhere in the world through the internet



HSBC Corporate Card holders simply need to mention
the LoungeKey program when presenting their HSBC
Corporate Credit Card at any participating lounge to
gain access for themselves and their guests



Enjoy the convenience of an airport lounge including
refreshments, newspapers, television and business
facilities
To view the list of lounges which you have access to,
please visit: www.loungekey.com/HSBCcorporate



Please note that card holders will be charged USD27
per person for each visit. Each eligible card holder will
enjoy one complimentary visit per year. After the
complimentary member visit is used, a charge of
USD27 per person, per visit will be applied to the card
To view the LoungeKey Terms and conditions please
visit:
https://www.loungekey.com/en/hsbccorporate/conditio
ns-of-use

1.

SMS Alerts: Alerts are sent at no additional cost to the
registered mobile number with HSBC for every

850 airport lounges worldwide


Flexible Billing Option: Option for central billing (one
master account settlement) or individual billing

Complimentary Airport Lounge Access: HSBC
Corporate Card holders can now enjoy LoungeKey

Improved Cash Flows: HSBC Corporate Cards

transaction


Statements: A summary statement is sent to with
details of the monthly dues for all corporate credit
cards. Additionally each cardholder will receive a
personalised monthly statement giving details of their
card transactions for their own records



Management Information: Management information is
key to analyse and control business expenditure and
can be labour extensive and time consuming to
produce. HSBC Corporate Cards offer online reporting
through the Smart Data Gen21 (SDG2) package which
makes reporting and reconciliation simple. SDG2 can
be used for:


Review transaction history for each card 24 hours a day,
anywhere in the world through the internet



Update expense description and cost allocate the
transactions to the respective cost centres within your
company

SmartData Gen2 is a service provided by MasterCard
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Features and benefits of HSBC Purchasing Card




Chip and PIN: HSBC Purchasing Cards are chip-



enabled, which are embedded with state of the art

details of the monthly dues for all corporate credit

microchip technology for faster transaction processing

cards. Additionally each cardholder will receive a

and enhanced security

personalised monthly statement giving details of their
card transactions for their own records

Simplified Procedures: HSBC Purchasing Cards help
streamline entire requisition process and effectively





is key to analyse and control business expenditure and

controlling and tracking company spending and

can be labour extensive and time consuming to

reducing administrative costs

produce. HSBC Corporate Cards offer online reporting
through the Smart Data Gen21 (SDG2) package which

Spend Security and Controls: Usage can be

makes reporting and reconciliation simple. SDG2 can
be used for:

option to limit card spending to suit business
requirements
Improved Cash Flows: HSBC Purchasing Cards
provide interest free credit period for up to 58 days


Management Information: Management information

manage the payment of business expenses by

restricted to select merchant categories along with the



Statements: A summary statement is sent to with

SMS Alerts: Alerts are sent at no additional cost to



Review transaction history for each card 24 hours a day,
anywhere in the world through the internet



Update expense description and cost allocate the
transactions to the respective cost centres within your
company

the registered mobile number with HSBC for every
transaction
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SmartData Gen2 is a service provided by MasterCard
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